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The human personality is a richly varied fabric • .

AUT S M AND

MU S I S

T HE R A P Y

Gennie Eldridge
EARLY INFANTILE ATJTISM

In -1943, in Autistic Disturbance of Affective Contact , neo Kanner
described eleven chidren who se symptoms appeared to constitue a unique
1
syndrome o This 1¥a s termed " early infantile autism" in 1944o Early
infantile autism is a syndrome of which the symptoms can usually be
traced back to the fourth month of life , but that often does not become
disturbingly evident until the first or second year .. Outstaniing characteristics include extreme withrirawal from contact with people ; an
obsessive need for sameness in the environment; skillful mantpulation
of ob j ects a.nd often an affectionate relati onship to them ; a physical ·
appearance of intelligence ; and speech pathology ranging

f~~

bizarre

language , , a private metaphorical system, and other uncommunicative forms ,
to complete mutismo
Autistic children look normal.

In f act, , they usually seem bright

because of an alert , tho11ghtful expression.

Their motor coordination

seems normal ; they usually move quickly and are energetic and skillful
with their

fingers ~

Their problem is soon evidenced by thP,(r laele of

avoidance of another ' s eye and by a lack of vi sual or auditory r8sponse
to others .

They a re deaf and blind to people o In retrospect , one can

detect the first signs of psycho pathology in infancy o. The re are no
social smile , no evidenr.e of pleasure in t he mother ' s company.. One mother
complained , 11 He didn ' t look at me when I fed him in my

arms , ~'

and another
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typical complaint includes, , "He never noticed when I came into or left
his room11 or ttHe 1-ras never cuddly.~ 12

There was no reaching out1

the

autistic ' child did not get set to be lifted into his parent's arms •.
There ;.ras no particular reaction to strangers, either.

Usually, these

children were regarded as especially good babies, because thetr demands
1.r9re few1

they were content to be left alone and did not make the normal

fuss at bedtime or other moments of separation.

Such information regarding

early infantile characteristics is admittedly tenuous, because it is al1-rays
obtained after it is well established that the child's affective relationships are very limited o However, there is no doubt by the end of the
first year • . There is no imitation of gestures (e.g. ,, waving bye-bye)
or sounds, and also the baby remains uninterested in social games like
peekaboo and pattycake .
The failure to imitate,ds rived from· a lack of personal relationships , .
is the beginning of another major sympton-- the failure to use speech for
purposes of communication.

In most autistic children speech is totally

absent •. When they do speak , their language has a strange, parrotltke
quality. . The child doesn't appesr to be talktng to anyone nor tb expect
any anstfer; he utters repetitious, stereotyped phrases and engages in no
conversat-'LOnal give-and-take .
answers

11

For example,. the autistic child seldom

Yes11 or 11 Nb 11 , but is likely to echo the question.

Personal

pronouns are also repeated as heard; consequently, the child speaks of
himself as

11

youtt and of the person addressed as

11

I 11 •

The autistic child's facility with objects is in striking contrast
to his response to peo ple and language, but his interest in toys is more
restricted than that of the normal chi.ldo. Things that spin, puzzles,
reflecti.ons of light and shadow, for example, have been known to engross
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anfo.utistic child for months on end • . For him, everything is form .

If he

likes to look at books , it is for the f orm of the leiters and words , not
for the accompanying pictures . . S, Ribro and S. Provence , specul'lting on
the autistic chilo ' s absorption v.rith playthings , . noted that a toy given
to a normal .hild becomes important largely because it comes from the
parent

o~

anrladUlt . . To autistic children, the plaything is important

because ii:, can: be manipulated , rolled , spun, . fitted together , juggled ,
clutched , and so on.

It makes no difference

~f

a picture is upside dm.m-

when they assemble a puzzle-- the handling of the object is an end in itself . 3
Many authors

h~ve

commented on the phenomenal m8mory of autistic

children; very young ones have been know11 to recite great quantities of
poetry, a list of the Presidents of the United States , and other factual
material at an age 1>rhen the information probably couldn ' t be meaningful
to them,

Also indicative of their astute memoriAs ~ s the obsessive need

for sameness; minute , ordinarily unnoticeable chahges of environmental
arrangements or the order of events sometimes precipitate violent temper
tantrums, even though the child shows no further interest after the deviation has been corrected .

Intricate patterns constructed f rom one-hundred

blocks have been used to test this trait by changing one block at the
second viewing ,

Deviations are noticed immediately , even when the vie'l.<r-

ings are separated by several days .
At the outset , it is well to

4

diffe~ntiate.

between autistic behavior,

\'IThich occurs in other mental illnesses and in mental deficiency , and
the syndrome of early infantile autism , 1-rhich is a separate classification.
The child ,.rith earlyi infantile autism can· be distinguished from the
mentally rle:f!icient child on the basis of his normal motor development and
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his intelligent .and thoughtful facial expression,

4

He has excellent

rote memory and memory for tunes , and sometimes he possesses an 1amazing
vocabulary,

I nfantile autism is distinguishable f rom the chronic brain

syndrome because of its lack of the incessant pressure of impulsive
hyperactivity that is so typical of brain damage o In the brain syndrome ,
it i s usually the motor rather than the speech development that is slowo
The reverse is usually true with autism,
Al though auti'stic children ourgrow some of their autism, they remain
egocentric,

They are unable to see themselves as others see them: they

lack tact and poise ; t hey cannot join a group ; they remain socially
isolated , . They may learn to travel in company, but not with company,
Just as the autistic individual is unable to identify with someone
else , . so he is unable to empathize •·rith others •. He can neither accept
their personalities nor put himself in their position.
Interestingly, none of the follow-up reports on autistic children
contains any information

~bout

oiltV\u\\\ber girls about 4 to 1) o

romances or marriages ,

(Autistic boys

It seems highly doubtful that even an

ex-autistic boy would ever acquire enough social interest or skill t o
approach matrimony,

There is also curiously little known about the

sexual development of these youngsters ,

There is little

evidenc~

of

masturbation,. And there are few signs of specifically sex-oriented
interests , which v10uld seem to be a natural corollary of the laok of
identification with the parent of the same sex or with peers of the same
sex.

Their interest in mechanical objects may l ook masculine , but this

impression is counterbalanced by the ir complete disinterest in sports o
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AUTISTIC CHILD AND

5

~JSIC

A common observation is that autistic children show unusual interst,
and often talent, in music.

Schulman

(1963) cites the case of an autistic

child who sang operatic arias at the age of eie;hteen montl-ts, although
he didn't develope speech until
Provence

~arly

three years of age.

(1953) report a child who at about

2t years

Ritvo and

old, developed a

strong interest in phonograph records, which he played continually;

ho~rever ,

he 1.rould skip over the parts tl-tat used the human voice)
In one case, unusual because in adnlthood the patient is considered
recoyered , became a. composer.

The subject was such a fine pianist that

prGf'essional musicians 1,,rould go to his home to perform with him, despite
his unreasonable personality.

6

A study of over thirty autistic children

revealed only one who didn't show deep interest in music.

In another

study, one of four autistic children displayed interest described as
"extraordinary knowledge of recorded music," hro v.rere considered in the
class of "musical genius" , and the fo11rth had an "extensive repertoire
of popular and classical music,tt 7 The conclusion is that musical ability
and interest are

11

almost universal in autistic children."

Singing
Group singing provides a range of stimulating, liberating experiences
for the autistic child.

Each musical attribute or structural character-

istic of the songs they sing directly influences the quality and extent of
their participation,

Melodic color and freshness vitalize their awareness.

Harmonies with impact and movement. c;ivA emo1:.i'Jn'll "lbe:r t-o "l,ne Lr singing
experiences 0 . Expressive Ya.riety in the rhythmic structures in melody and
accompaniment enlivens the words of the song s and enlivens the singers.
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Songs with content they find meaningful are sung 1dth conviction,

A

comfortable pitch r ange for their voices maintains participation throughout the song,

Tempos that give time for the forming and enunciation of

words help them to sing Hith satisfaction.
An autistic child singing intently is deeply committed to his singing.
The musical instrument he uses is his own body , his voice, and he experiences hi.s singing a. s a direct extension of himself.

The child ' s per son-

ality become s integrated in the act of singing and functionally organized
by the musical structure and content of the song itself .

Suffusir:.g his

whole experience , and inseparable from any part of it , <>.re his feelings
about the song , about himself singing, and the particular quality of his
pleasure in the singing group situation.
Singing can thus be an experience of arousal.

He becomes able to use

personal capacities with greater consciousness and can experience , as a
result , direct , substantial fulfillment • .
This happens to individual

children.~nthin

the group setting • . The

overall responsiveness of the children, their mutuality of concentration
and uplift , supports each individual's personal experiences and gives them a
positiv-e social foundation.

In this v..ray experiences in group singi.ng can

influence the development of social relationships among the Cl.hildren.
Such are the broad effects that singing ca.n have

ur~n

autistic children.

Particular results , such as any lessening of behavior disturbances in
individuals , the stimulation of speech formation , the overcoming of fearfullness and the like, also become positive factors in the group dynamics
and furth er in cummulative benefit for all,
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Rhythm Band
Often, in the name of the "rhythm band11 , , autistic children are given
an assortment of percussion instruments and encouraged to beat freely to
music o This use of the instruments is frequently haphazard and can give
little in the way of musical or developmental experience .
The benefit of the rhythm ·band results from the organizatjon of its
act,ivity,

The class should be divided so that different types of instru-

ments are grouped together, thus bringing about a contrast of several sections-one of drums, one of tambourines , one of triangles , etc o. Each section
plays to specific parts of the music, and perhaps all the instruments play
together to give the composition a rousing conclusiona
In"the :bhythm band the children beat time to music o1• outline its
structure 'With percussion •. This gives an experience of
"Accompanying" music .

11

follov.ring 11 or

Almost always the music is complete in itself--

it does not require the children's participation.

Its rhythmic pulse leads•

and its structure defines their beating , , but essentially the children are
"external to the musictt , 8 Their activity rarely has any part in creating
the musical-tonal stimuli to vrhich they are exposed . . Hence their involvement is limited.
Another musically limiting aspect of rhythm band v.rork is that the
children experience their ov.m· beati.ng activity as much as they do the
music o. Repetitive beating is a strongly physical experience in which
autistic children often lose themselves , , thereby losing the music, too , , or
feeling it merely as a stimulating accompaniment to their physical activity.
The child vrho beats with enthusiasm and pleasure while totally unaware that
he is not beating in time to the music is a fa111iliar example of this·;..
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The effectiveness of instrumental activity as music therapy can be
increas~d

by finding v.rays to open up the experiences of music to autisic

children , . and to bring them into activity "v-ri thin" music through the
instruments they play.
The part each instrument plays should be set in a composition so as
to becotne " musically essential to i1, ~· 9 thus dra1,ring the child v.rho plays

it into a specialized, but nonetheless real , making of music o. Compositions
can be arranged for a number of such shrple instrumental parts so that they
become components of a music unity o
musical meaning, will then become

Each child's part , , with its ovm

integr;:~.ted

into a total experience that

1dll contain, and require , the "'rork of all the children participating o

An

arrangement that carefully and inventively makes use of the various
instruments• sounds aan also serve to set off each part distinctly.

This

"'rlll make each child's efforts clear and his " music-making" will stand out
in the combined work of the group.
Instrumental musice.l activities of this kind can create special
situations in which vre can intensify autistic children's committment and
give them opportuniU.es to develope perceptiveness,, concentration, and
initiative • . Through consistently directed work they can experience purposefulness , perseverance, responsibility , and self-confidence-- central and
essential qualities for the gro1"rth of an integrated personalHyo

OBSERVATION
The three vreeks betv.reen Thanksgiving and exams I spent Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons observing the music ela sses at the Children ' s Colony

ir1 Arkadelphia • . The first 'tveek I obse:nred the class as a ,,rhole to get an
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iQlea of ho"r the children reacted and also to pick out a child that I
could observe for the remaining time.
coming to music class.
extracurcular activity.

On the 1,rhole , the children really like

At the present time the class is considered an
The main purpose is to allow the kids a way of

letting out their fru strations and emot\ions o I could tell how this helped >
because when they really got involved in the music they became hyperactive
and would use their bodies a loto

Body motion seemed their best way of

expression • . Such motions as rocking in their chairs or dancing to the music
let off their steam ; . but also shov.Ted good rhythm and sense of time. . This
class 1;ras started in August and the reported progress of these children"""s..
is remarkable.
I remember the fir st day intthe class, a very cute little hoy, about
six years old , came slowly into the roomo Let's call him Bryan.

He is

autistic .

His pants

~omre

His no F:e vras running , . and he was slobbering a little .

almost aroung his knees , and in his hand he clutched a dirty old stick.

In spite of his disheveled appearance he looked very bright . . He made his
way to the corner of the room 'ttlrhere he sat a-tvay from the rest of the children •.
He crossed his legs i n the chair and stuck that stick in hisvnouth and looked
at the teacher , Gary , and said, 11 Cigaro.11
staring ahead.
everyday he

After that one word he sat

It seems that the stick is his constant conpanion , and

~orould

tell them · ~orhether it

ns -a

cigar or a ci.garette.

An average class period consisted of a great deal of singing , usually
upon request.

They liked "Do Lord" , "Jesus LoYes Me",, 11 He Has the 'tVhole

World in His Handtt , a.nd "Old MacDonald" o- Usually Bryan would sit staring
ahead·r though occasionally he would rock back and forth in his chair.
He never responded to anyone talking to him or to a smile.

He'd sit

and stare at a person, but I really don't think he 1r1as really seeing the
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person.

It really surprised me one day when he was sitting there staringda.t

me, that when I smiled at him , he actually smiled back.

Then he j ust

rocked vigorously back and forb in his cha.ir , hitting himself on the head
with his stick ,, as if he were punishing himself for showing any k:ti:Iild of
feelings toward a person •.
During one class period they i..rere having what they call "The Star Hour",
where each child could sing a solo in front of the class , , if he wanted to .
They feel really proud when they get up in front of the class , . because
to them it is a big step to make . . It is a big step, because it shows they
are learning a little self-confidence , and they have overcome the fear of
doing it • . Everyone had sung, all but Bryan , , and vrhen Gary asked if he
wanted to sing , , he nodded his head , . got out of his chair and started
singing (or i.Jhat I suppose was singing ) o

It consisted of a lot of ooo' s

and eee's, and really not a melody , but to him it was music .
But that was not the only· time he really participated .

One day they

played " Sd:mon· Says" with a record a The first time through Bryan didn't
doing anything but stare and " smoke" that stick .

But the second time

through , , Gary told them that they would have to participate before they
could leave , and if they did take part , he would give them a jelly bearr.

As

the record started, Bryan looked at Gary and then at me and got slowly out
of his chair and took part in "Sdlmon Says" a He grinned ,.rhen Gary gave hirn
the jelly bean as if he only did things when he wonld get a reward .
Another day , rhythm instruments ,.rere passed out
Row the Boat" •

/():t/ be

used vr.i.th " Hichael ·

r.-lost of the kids had fairly good rhythm , . but Bryan's

rhythm was exceptional • . He not only used the instrur11ents correctly as far as
beating the time , but he rocked in his chair as he beat the rhythm ,, and all
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~he~e mo~ion5

were in time.

I tried it, and I had trouble getting the

tvro motions coordinatedo .
Since I'm not- qualified to give an expert conclusion , I'll just say that
in the three weeks I observed I could see hmv music "t-.ras helping Bryan..

He

is very-musical, and he sometimes 1vould completely lose himself in the
rhythm and the music • . Occassionally he v-rould respond to a smile , but ont the
whole he kept away from the children or

any~ind

of human contacto

I think that music therapy is a good way to reach the autistic child ,
not only them but also the other mentally retarded children.

It builds up all

~V"e_.,.

parts of their personality that

~ lacking

and lets them be themselves o. It

has made me more aware of these kids as being children with feelings and
has done me good by working with themo

I've learned to be open with them,,

as they are with me • . And through music they can express this openness and
freedom.

f'
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